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Abstract—To identify the impact of the cognitive modeling in mathematics 
achievement, creative intelligence for secondary school students during the 
2022/2023 academic year. To achieve the aim of research, the researchers 
adopted the experimental research method with two groups (experimental; con-
trol) with a post-test. Community of research was identified, which represented 
by the students of second intermediate grade/first KED. (70) male students were 
intentionally chosen as a sample study, and they were divided into two groups: an 
experimental who were taught according to the cognitive modeling, and the other 
was a control group who were studied according to the usual method. Equiva-
lence was made between the two groups in chronological age, level of intelli-
gence, and previous achievement in mathematics. For the purpose of collecting 
data for the experiment, an achievement test was built in its final form (20) and 
also the creative intelligence test out of (25) of test paragraph from thematic 
type for both of them. Appropriate statistical analyzes were carried out, besides 
done making sure of the psychometric properties for the two tests. Based on 
the findings, students of experimental group who studied according to cognitive 
modeling excelled over those who studied by the traditional.

Keywords—effect, cognitive, modeling, mathematics, achievement, creative, 
intelligence students, secondary

1 Introduction

Educational systems in the modern era suffer in front of the knowledge revolution 
and complex and accelerating technological developments, thus requires that these sys-
tems work to provide learners with the skills to deal with technological and cognitive 
development and complexity and to control matters. This does not come except by 
providing the learners with mental capabilities that are compatible with the nature of 
this era, including the capabilities of creative intelligence that It helps learners to face 
complex problems, whether inside or outside the school besides paying attention to all 
its elements, linking its details to reach a creative solution [1]. Therefore, cognitive 
modeling is considered one of the modern and highly effective strategies, as it helps 
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learners to learn the methods of thinking from the model in front of them here as the 
learner imitates the model in the way of thinking about the problem in front of him, 
discussing ways of solving and correcting mistakes [2].

Research problem can be summarized as: What’s the effect of cognitive modeling 
in mathematics achievement, creative intelligence among secondary school students?

1.1 The importance of the research, its aim, and its limits

The importance of this research can be manifested in knowing the impact of the cog-
nitive modeling in achievement, creative intelligence for the students of the research 
sample. Shedding light on how to activate the cognitive modeling, since the learning 
process does not take place in isolation from its social environment. Adopting it with 
an age group that is going through a distinct stage of developing perceptual abilities 
and social skills, and thus providing students with extra-cognitive skills that have an 
effective impact on their development. Creative intelligence helps solve academic and 
non-academic problems. So, it raises the academic achievement of the learners because 
it combines the divergent and convergent abilities of thinking. Also helps learners to 
choose the most appropriate alternatives available to them. It enables learners to see 
the relationships between different elements, components, and things, and helps them 
to positively confront life’s variables and situations. Provides a plan for how to apply a 
cognitive modeling scenario. Last but not least, it provides a mathematical test to mea-
sure creative intelligence for middle school age. Research determined the students / 2d 
intermediate grade / GDE of Al-Karkh Al-Awwal / Baghdad. 1st chapter (Relative 
Numbers), 2nd chap. (Real Numbers) and 3rd part (Boundaries) of the content of math-
ematics text-book for second intermediate students, 4th Ed. 2020 authored by a com-
mittee in the Ministry of Education. 1st semester / academic year (2022–2023).

2 Theoretical framework

2.1 Cognitive modeling

The modeling strategy is one of the well-known strategies in teaching, especially for 
young age groups. As social theory or learning by modeling is considered one of the 
important learning theories that emphasized the importance of social interaction and 
how to learn through different situations because individuals tend to imitate the behav-
ior of those in their surroundings, so the teacher models the required skill or behavior 
in front of his students while giving an explanation of how to perform the skill Or 
behavior, and then the student is asked to imitate the model as he saw it [3]. Cognitive 
modeling strategy is an educational strategy to convey knowledge to learners in which 
the teacher presents his methods of processing information out loud while performing 
the procedures involved in order to learn a specific task and focus on highlighting the 
teacher’s ways of thinking about learning and working to put the learners themselves 
in the teacher’s frame of reference [4–8]. It procedurally define as a set of procedures 
that teacher performs in front of students / second intermediate grade through which he 
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presents his way of thinking to solve a problem and the way of processing information 
in a clear and loud voice to be a model for them in his way of thinking [9–11].

It is considered one of the powerful and effective strategies and has a great impact 
because the phrase (think as you see me thinking) is stronger than the phrase (do what 
I say) [12], and students tend to imitate their teacher, especially young ages and ado-
lescents, so the teacher must be a model He is good in his thinking and his attitudes to 
set a good example for his students and guide them towards the skills of sound thinking 
and equip them with the right attitudes in their behavior to face different life situations 
[13–16]. What is meant by cognitive modeling is to imitate the way of thinking and 
how to solve problems, and it is effective because it helps in learning thinking skills 
in an easier way, because the teacher explains in clear language and in a voice that his 
students hear about solving a problem and shows the various meta-knowledge skills 
of planning, monitoring, and evaluation, using self-questioning to guide his behavior 
[17–19]. The teacher modeling his thinking, clarifying the planning processes, solv-
ing problems, and evaluating the solution out loud in front of his students makes the 
learners realize the management of their thinking processes as the teacher did (imi-
tating the teacher). This strategy aims to develop self-awareness, self-control and 
self-regulation [20, 21]. The researchers believe that this strategy is very important 
and plays an effective role, especially with the category of adolescents who resort to 
imitating the behaviors of people affected by them. A solution to the problem presented, 
following the skills of planning and evaluation solution, will have a strong impact and 
be the best model for his students.

Steps of the cognitive modeling.

1. Preparation: in which the purpose of the lesson is clarified, its topic is linked to the 
students’ previous experiences, and the learner is alerted to the mistakes that may 
make.

2. Modeling by the teacher: The teacher plays the role of a model for students to 
follow in solving a specific problem, understanding a specific concept, or carry-
ing out an educational task, and presents his behaviors in thinking processes and 
problem-solving through verbal expressions aloud as they revolve in his mind.

3. Modeling by the student: One of the students plays the role of a model to solve a 
problem or discuss a specific topic out loud. He may conduct an experiment or draw 
some explanations according to the situation. If he makes a mistake, he corrects it 
out loud.

In some cases, another student can participate and play the role of an observer for 
the model, following it up and alerting it in the event of an error and the model not 
realizing that error, and in other situations it is possible to exchange roles [22, 23]. The 
researchers adopted these steps when teaching.

Strategy implementation scenario. There are specific roles for those involved in 
the strategy, which are as follows:

1. The model student: asks and talks to himself. Speaks in a clear voice, showing his 
way of thinking and the solutions he thinks of evaluative the solution he finds and 
justifies his choices.
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2. The role of the observer: listens, observes and records what the model is doing. 
Alerts the model by pointing, hinting and suggestions in the event that there is an 
error that the model does not realize. Directs the model and offers corrections and 
alternatives.

3. The role of the teacher: He plays the role of the first model, and then works to orga-
nize the work and give appropriate instructions and recommendations. [24, 25]

Achievement is proving the ability to accomplish what has been acquired of knowl-
edge and educational experience that has been set for [26–28]. It procedurally defined 
as “mathematical knowledge acquired by students of second intermediate grade during 
the period of the experiment, and its measured with the degree that they obtain in 
ACHIV. T.” [29, 30]. The subject of intelligence was and still is one of the most con-
troversial topics in the field of psychology and psychometrics since the identification 
of the intelligence coefficient and the appearance of its first test in (1904) by Alfred 
Binet until now, and research in this field is not easy at all, because it is considered as 
one entity It has been criticized for a long time that IQ does not mean one thing, but 
rather a group of different mental abilities [31]. The terms creativity and intelligence 
have been studied deeply and for centuries, but many debates are still going on about 
the relationship between them. Often, scholars associate both terms with relationships 
that allow us to understand the relationship between intelligence and creativity. In fact, 
both terms are required to deal with difficult problems. A better understanding of the 
relationship between them helps. On success and distinction in all fields, and although 
computers have exceeded the speed and capabilities of humans in a number of fields, 
human creativity is still in the foreground unchallenged [32]. It is as the ability to apply 
higher mental processes in relatively new situations, tasks and problems [33]. Its pro-
cedurally defined as a type of mental ability enables students of the second intermediate 
grade to solve verbal creative problems, quantitative creative problems, and formal 
creative problems, and its measured by degree obtained in the test prepared. Philoso-
phers mention that creativity is rearranging what you know in a way that leads to what 
you do not know, and creative ideas are often met at the beginning of their presentation 
with disapproval, disapproval, and rejection from others, due to their abnormality at 
times or their strangeness at other times, but they turn into acceptance, appreciation, 
and admiration for what you have created. These ideas are subject to change. Creative 
intelligence depends on Sternberg’s investment theory of creativity, which sees cre-
ativity as a decision in which the creative individual creates an idea that is not very 
popular at first, then turns into something high and desirable, then moves on to another 
creative idea when the first idea becomes more common, and according to this theory, 
the resources necessary for creativity are (intelligence – knowledge – thinking styles 
– personality – motivation – data) [26, 34, 35]. All problems that require “Creativity”; 
require “C. I.”, but not all of them that require creative intelligence require creativity. 
Creativity, according to “Investment Theory” requires more than just creative intelli-
gence, as it requires knowledge, some thinking patterns, a specific personality property, 
and some adjectives motivational. Accordingly, individuals can be creatively intelli-
gent, but not creative. They may think in new ways, but lack persistence or inclination 
towards risk. Or the desire for growth one needs in order to be fully creative. Thus, 
problems that require complete creativity tend to be more complex than problems that 
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require only creative intelligence [36–40]. There are four types or styles of creative 
intelligence:

1. Intuition: which is based on previous experience to guide behavior or action.
2. Innovation: focuses on solving systemic and data-driven problems.
3. Imagination: uses visualization to create opportunities.
4. Inspiration: which focuses on the emotion to change something. [41, 42]

Its indicates that creative intelligence has three dimensions: (verbal, mathematical, 
and formal (artistic) intelligence) [43, 44]

The development of mental abilities is one of the important educational goals that all 
educational institutions in the world seek to achieve in order to enable new generations 
to confront and solve the problems they encounter. There are a number of methods and 
strategies that develop creative intelligence among learners, including:

1. Exemplary example: It is considered one of the most powerful ways to develop 
creative intelligence in children because they do not need someone to tell them 
about creative intelligence, but rather they need someone to teach them how to be 
creatively intelligent, and to act in a creative way. Therefore, teachers and parents 
must be creative role models for them to be able to develop the intelligence of their 
children.

2. Encouraging questions about assumptions: Creative people are by nature suspicious 
of assumptions that appear to the public to be natural and logical, so teachers and 
parents must accept all questions and encourage them to ask more questions.

3. Mistakes acceptance: It is usual today not to accept new ideas or that appear 
unfamiliar and may be outwardly inappropriate and abnormal, so teachers must 
accept and discuss all the ideas that the learners put forward.

4. Bearing the results of risk: Creativity does not come from comfort, but requires 
some calculated risk, so the teacher and guardian must allow this calculated risk and 
accept its results, not complain and encourage them to repeat the attempts to reach 
the desired goal [45, 46]. The researchers believe that creative intelligence is one 
of the important abilities that we need to develop among learners, because it helps 
them solve problems that may seem impossible to solve in front of them, and this is 
reflected in their self-confidence, improving their personal characteristics, and being 
more able to face the challenges of the modern era [47, 48]. The process of measur-
ing mental abilities is very difficult and requires many conditions, and the more the 
ability to be measured is new, the more difficult it is to measure. It is important to 
emphasize that there is an overlap between tests of creative intelligence and some 
traditional tests of intelligence such as verbal skills and analysis of ideas. How-
ever, creative intelligence tests go beyond analytical intelligence tests in that they do 
not only measure an individual’s ability to deal with relatively new situations, but 
exceed them in measuring creativity at the same time [49]. According to “Theory of 
Successful Intelligence”, (C. I.) is specifically measured by presenting new prob-
lems to measure the individual’s ability to deal with relative novelty. Therefore, the 
problems presented in the test must be relatively new and can measure convergent or 
divergent thinking or problems related to inductive reasoning. Problems that require 
divergent thinking It measures the creative side of intelligence [50].
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In order to measure creative intelligence, several aspects are measured, namely:

1. Verbal creativity: where some verbal analogies are presented and the examinations 
are asked to complete according to these analogies.

2. Quantitative creativity: it requires good dealing with numbers, mathematical opera-
tions and numerical series.

3. Formal creativity: it requires presenting series of forms and asks the examinee 
to complete.

The researchers adopted these aspects to measure creative intelligence in mathematics 
on the research sample.

3 Experimental methodology and data

Researchers adopted the experimental research style, including the experimental 
design of (2 groups) experimental plus control with a post-test, which is one of the real 
designs. Cognitive modeling represents (independent vari.); achievement and creative 
intelligence (dependent variables) [51, 52]. The research community consisted of all the 
second intermediate grade students / (Gen. Dir. Ed.) / K. 1st. As for research “sample”, 
researchers intentionally chose “The New Iraq Intermediate School for Boys” to con-
duct the experiment for several reasons; the closeness of the students in terms of the 
social, economic and cultural segment besides it contains four classes for the 2 interme-
diate grade [53]. Randomly class (B) was chosen to be the experimental group which 
formed from (35) students; and division (C) to be the other group which is also (35). 
Both internal, the external safety of the design has been calculated, as in Table 1.

Table 1. Internal safety

Variable Group No. SMA Std. 
Dev.

t-Test Significance 
Level (0.05)Cal. Tab.

Age Exp. 35 210.82 4.49
0.8 2 Not significant

Con. 35 209.62 6.88

Intelligence Exp. 35 30.94 6.88
0.558 2 Not significant

Con. 35 30.02 6.70

Previous 
Achievement

Exp. 35 71.97 8.67
0.741 2 Not significant

Con. 35 70.45 8.23

3.1 The tools

Achievement test. Educational content was identified and (68) behavioral objec-
tives were formulated according to Bloom’s taxonomy. A specification table was done 
to specify questions for each of the (6 Bloom) levels, and based on opinions of arbitra-
tors, the total questions was determined (20) of the objective type; Table 2 shows the 
details.
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Table 2. Test map (specification table) for achiev. test

Behavioral Goals
Remember Understanding Application Analysis Sum

17 22 24 5 68

Content

Chapter No. of 
Hours

Relative 
Weight 25% 32% 35% 7% 100%

One 14 30% 1 2 2 1 6

Two 15 32% 2 2 2 0 6

Three 18 38% 2 2 3 1 8

Sum 47 100% 5 6 7 2 20

Statistical analysis of the paragraphs of the achievement test was carried out to 
obtain statistical indicators, and all of them were acceptable and it is recommended to 
keep them.

Then was verified from:

1. Validity:
A. “Face validity”: Test was presented to arbitrators from the disciplines of math-

ematics and its teaching, who confirmed that the test items are appropriate for 
the purpose for which they were set, and thus the final form of test obtained an 
agreement of (80%), and therefore it considered valid to measure achievement.

B. “Validity of content”: A (test map) was approved by (82%) from arbitrators. 
Thus, the test is valid in content.

2. “Reliability”: Using the Kuder-Richardson 21 Equation, and the reliability coeffi-
cient was (0.78) which is considered an acceptable stability.

Creative intelligence test. The researchers looked at the theoretical background of 
the research presented in defining the theoretical concept of “creative intelligence”. In 
light of this, the test was built and consisted of (25) items of the objective type, which 
are in the form of mathematical forms, verbal analogies and numerical series. The cor-
rection key (0,1) was based on the consideration that the paragraph is either correct or 
incorrect.

Difficulty coefficients were checked and they ranged (0.28–0.71) plus discrimina-
tion coefficients (0.22–0.67) and they are considered acceptable percentages. Then was 
verified from:

A. Face validity: Presentation of the test to the arbitrators who confirmed that the 
test items are appropriate for the purpose for which they were set, and thus the 
test is considered valid outwardly.

B. Reliability: Using the Kuder-Richardson 20 Equation, and the reliability coeffi-
cient (0.78) which is an acceptable.
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4 Results and discussions

To achieve the objectives of the research (find out effect of cognitive model-
ing on achievement, creative intelligence of second-grade intermediate students in 
mathematics) and to answer its hypotheses, the data was analyzed to find out the signi-
fycance of the statistical differences between the arithmetic mean using the statistical 
bag (SPSS). The results related to the research hypotheses will be presented and inter-
preted in the light of what has been reached.

4.1 Achievement

First null hypothesis: “There is no statistically significant difference at the level of 
significance (0.05) between the average scores of students of experimental group who 
studied the subject of math. assigned to them according to cognitive modeling, and 
students of the control group who studied the same subject in the usual method in 
achievement test”. See “Table 3”.

Table 3. Achieve test

Statistical 
Significance at 

Level (0.05)

t-Value
VariancesMeanSampleGroup

Tab.Cal.

Sig.22.875
16.19869.71435Exp.

17.61457.91435Con.

Note: Degree Freedom = 68.

It is noted from the above table that the calculated value of the t-test is higher than 
the tabular value at the significance level, which indicates a statistically significant 
difference in achievement. Therefore, the null hypoth. is rejected; so, it means that the 
experimental group was superior to the control one in the achievement test. Researchers 
believe the reason may be the organization of the mathematical material and its division 
on parts and in successive steps that had a great impact on understanding and assimi-
lation of the topics.

4.2 Creative intelligence

Second null hypothesis: “There is no statistically significant difference at the signif-
icance level (0.05) between the mean scores of the students of the experimental group 
who studied the subject of mathematics assigned to them according to cognitive model-
ing and the students of the control group who studied the same subject in the usual way 
in the creative intelligence test” was tested, as shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. CIT

Indi.
t-Value

SDSMAN
Tab.Cal.

Signifier25.76
5.9430.9135Exp.

5.8322.6935Con.

Note: Indication level = 0.05; DF = 68.

Obviously that calculated t-value is bigger than the tabular one; so the null hypoth-
esis is rejected and the alternative is accepted. This means experimental group was 
superior to the control in creative intelligence. The researchers believe that the reason 
may be the adoption of cognitive modeling encourages students on explore solutions, 
mathematical connections through interaction with the educational situation.

5 Conclusions

There is an existence of an impact of cognitive modeling in “achievement” and “ci”. 
Its use helped in the development of linguistic performance skills among students from 
the research sample. Increase self-confidence and the ability to discuss ideas out loud 
without shame or fear; and discuss problems and determine their details and the rela-
tionship between their elements.

6 Recommendations; suggestions

In the light of the results, the researchers recommend holding training courses for 
mathematics teachers on cognitive modeling, which have proven effective. Recom-
mending to the general directorate of curricula to reconsider the method of presenting 
mathematical problems which can be presented as a model for learners. Recommend-
ing to colleges of education the need to adopt modern teaching strategies in which 
students have an effective role inside class.

Conducting a study with the same variables for females and comparing the results. 
Knowing the impact of cognitive modeling in practical intelligence. Conducting an 
analysis of the content of mathematics books according to the dimensions of creative 
intelligence.
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